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Letter from the editor 
Spring has Sprung 
 
Swizzle sticks provide endless mysteries to solve, this time Diane 
Lapis solves the mystery of the Sheraton Hostesses in her article 
“Service with Charm”.  Here you may find parallels to Fred Harvey’s 
“Harvey Girls” covered back in Issue 313. 

 
Swizzle Serendipity - what 
happens to your collection 
when you are gone?  I was 
recently contacted by the 
family of a late collector who, 
over the years, had amassed a collection of over 27,000 swizzles.  I 
recently purchased his collection from his daughter.  Even braced for 
the volume, I was overwhelmed when I saw the wall of plastic 
containers.  Before loading up the car I opened one at random and 
there are the top was a small bag with three sticks from the very same 
hotel Diane Lapis tells us about in her article in this issue. 
 
Enjoy the poporii of articles in this issue and answer questions such as 
Are you seeing Pink Elephants? or Blue Mice and Pink Spiders? 
When can a poison bean become a treasured collector item?  File this 
one under “don’t do this at home”.  A rare quest item is found.  For 
extra credit, see if you can figure out what the Voodoo Doll has in 
common with member Stephen Visakay’s article “Trans World 
Airlines”. 
 
But wait, there’s more!  In this quarter’s “Ripped from the Pages” we 
dig into the history of the Chicago Swizzle Stick manufacturer Gits 
Molding.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Service with Charm:  The Mystery of the Sheraton Hostesses 
by Diane Lapis 
 
Diane is the co-author of Cocktails Across America with Anne Peck-Davis.  
which can be found at:  http://bit.ly/CocktailsAcrossAmerica 
 
Step back in time and imagine yourself at the Mermaid 
Lounge at the Sheraton Alms Hotel. The warm colorful 
room and brightly patterned plush carpet usher you in for 
a relaxing evening, allowing a sense of escape from your 
daily routines.  Beautiful mermaid and sea folk paintings 
adorn the walls. Ronnie Dale, the noted organist from the 
Cincinnati Reds at Crosley Field, entertains you.  He 
alternates between the piano and organ, and plays 
popular tunes in his inimitable style. A beautiful gowned 
woman appears, greets you with a smile, asks for your 
name and takes your drinks order.  
  
A postcard, like a time capsule, can capture the essence of 
an era or place. The postcard below captivated me, not 
only because of the colors, patterns, and perspective, but 
the handsome woman who seemed to be floating above 
the green carpet. Her diagonally plunging neckline and 
distinctive way of holding the cocktail tray brought to 
mind similar postcards and a swizzle stick all from the Sheraton Hotel!  

 
I soon discovered that the mastermind behind 
these winsome women was Mrs. Edna Gilbert. 
She was the mistress d’ at the Mermaid and 
about twenty other Sheraton lounges across the 
country.  Hired by the chain in 1948 to raise the 
cocktail lounges’ revenues, Mrs. Gilbert promised 
to increase sales up to 70% with her team of 
glamorous hostesses.  Formerly a pioneer airline 
stewardess and Broadway musical dancer and 
comedienne, Mrs. Gilbert employed and trained 
women between the ages of 25 and 35 to be, 
what she called “service-aides,” at the various 

lounges. Specific physical requirements of the applicants 
included a height of no less than 5’5”, a bust size no less 
than 34”,  a waist between 24 - 26”, and statuesque legs. 
 
Mrs. Gilbert taught most of her recruits how to walk, 
speak, dress, style hair and apply makeup. Others newly 
hired were coached at a finishing school.  These stylish 
ladies were trained to keep ashtrays clean and bowls filled 
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with popcorn. The women not only memorized the cocktail menu, but were schooled in understanding the 
clientele such as: the one who “wants” to drink or likes the atmosphere, the one who is depressed and 
“needs” a drink, the one who is happy and “owes” himself a drink, and the one who entertains guests. 
Earnings between $80 to $200 a week were the norm, which translates to $835 - $1,800 in today’s dollars.  A 
married woman could only work at the lounge with her husband’s consent. He had to promise to stay away 
from the hotel and not cause trouble! 
 
The costume de rigueur were gowns 
designed and sewn by Mrs. Gilbert to the 
tune of $75 each. The long flowing 
transparent skirt was topped by a taffeta 
décolleté blouse. Open-toed gold or black 
sandals were required footwear.  In some 
cities, like Newark and Cincinnati, the 
see-through skirt was deemed indecent by 
the local police, and the ladies were 
required to wear a petticoat or an opaque garment. According to Mrs. Gilbert, it was the hostesses’ prompt 
and courteous service, not the be-gowned attractions, that increased bar sales.  
 
Mrs. Gilbert’s business model delivered glamour and swank to the Sheraton’s cocktails lounges coast-to-coast. 
Postcards and swizzle sticks were give-aways featuring the alluring fancy-frocked maids to remind guests of 
their high-class evening out on the town. 
 
The Sheraton swizzle stick captures the exacting standards of Mrs. Gilbert’s “service-aides.” Holding the 
swizzle up to the light, one can see the diaphanous flowing gown revealing long shapely legs.  The figure’s 
buxom top is accented by a narrow waist. A menu is depicted in the right hand with a cocktail glass in the 
left… recalling the days of “Service with Charm.” 

 
Ripped from the Pages:  More Sheraton 
Hostess sticks were identified in earlier 
issues of the Swizzle Quarterly (on right):  
 
 
Colors:  In addition to Red, Blue, Green and 
Yellow there is mention of a Clear stick.  

Non-Sheraton:   These sticks were also in use by other 
many non-Sheraton establishments (too many to list 
here). 
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Seeing Pink Elephants? Or Blue Mice and Pink Spiders? 
 
Pink elephants on the table 
Pink elephants on the chair 
Pink elephants on the ceiling, 
Pink elephants ev'rywhere. 
Now I'm through making whoopee 
I raised my hand and swore 
That I never intend to see those pink elephants any more. 

Guy Lombardo’s 1932 hit song "Pink Elephants" composed by 
Mort Dixon and Harry Woods. 
 

Inspired by a delightful 2009 post on the blog Shaken & 
Stirred titled “the Wonderful World of Cocktail Shakers & Bar 
Ware Collecting, Cocktails, and Booze…” today we are taking 
a deep dive into Pink Elephants. 
 
Most of us know the image of the zany drunk pink elephant. 
Surprising then that, although omnipresent on all sorts of 
barware, there are very few tipsy pink elephants on swizzle 
sticks.  Instead Swizzle Stick manufacturer Beacon’s Stirstick “Pink Elephant” was hugely popular. 
However, Beacon’s elephant is in the classic form of the Barnum and Bailey Circus Elephant and not a 
tipsy one..  Indeed one of these sticks is from the Barnum Hotel. It is possible that the mold was made for 
them and then sold to other establishments across the land. 

"Seeing pink elephants" is a euphemism for drunken 
hallucination, but why?  References to seeing pink elephants, 
pink spiders and even blue mice as a drinking hallucination date 
back to the 1890s.  

In 1913 Jack London wrote in "John Barleycorn": 
  
"There are, broadly speaking, two types of drinkers. There is the man 
whom we all know, stupid, unimaginative, whose brain is bitten numbly 
by numb maggots; who walks generously with wide-spread, tentative 
legs, falls frequently in the gutter, and who sees, in the extremity of his 
ecstasy, blue mice and pink elephants. He is the type that gives rise 
to the jokes in the funny papers."  
 
Pink elephants were the most popular image for drinking during 
several decades, beginning in the '40s, but as you see above it 
started much earlier. 

This image has sprung up all over the place in its history with 
Cocktail Shakers, Napkins, Coasters, Trays including the popular collectors item, the 1940’s Hazel Atlas 
Dancing Pink Elephant Cocktail Shaker set and the 1950s recipe book.  
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The Pink Elephant Dance from Dumbo 
 
Watch this surreal animated dance sequence on youtube at:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pl3YXl_m0uk 
 
Pink Elephant Cocktail Recipe 
  
Mix up your own pink elephant with this recipe: 
 

4 oz of Vodka  
3/4 oz of Galliano  
3/4 oz of Creme de Noyaux (Or Almond liqueur)  
3/4 oz of Orange Juice  
3/4 oz of Cream  
Dash of Grenadine  

 
Stir in mixing glass half filled with cracked ice and strain into 5 oz Champagne Glass. 
  
These adorable pink elephants decorated cocktail napkins in the Cellar 
Bar “A Relaxation center for celebrities” in the basement of San 
Francisco’s Geary Theatre. ” The great American jazz pianist and 
composer Dave Brubeck also played here at the start of his career in 
the 1950s. 
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RIPPED FROM THE PAGES:  GITS MOLDING COMPANY  

An exciting swizzle stick story always begins with a mystery. 
This month’s mystery was a stick from the Hotel 
Mayfair-Lennox, a figural stick topped with the tortoise and the 
hare.  Much research on the Mayfair Hotel, the Lennox Hotel, 
and the later Mayfair-Lennox Hotel and still more into the 
history of St. Louis turned up no such connection. It seemed so 
specific, but my assumption couldn’t have been more wrong. 
 
A partial answer came in an article in the 1996 Issue of the 
ISSCA newsletter, Volume 12 Number 3.  
 
“The tortoise and the hare stick was part of a set (including 
monkeys, horses, elephants and many more). How many 
shapes were there?  Who was the manufacturer? None were 
marked with popular manufacturers of the time (Spir-it, Beacon, 
Harco…) and in fact had no mark at all.” 

The sticks 
were sold all across the midwest, a monkey from Martin’s 
Restaurant in Chicago, a Tropical Girl from the Tropics Room 
in Hotel Chicagoan, the Mayfair-Lennox in St. Louis and more. 
All had a distinctive look, often with delicate molding, easily 
broken figures and a darker shade of color than others of the 
era (in Blues, Reds, Greens and Yellows.  Who made them? 
How many styles were there? Why were so many blank?  

The answer (once again) came from Stephen Visakay’s 
Swizzlestick Collectors Facebook page.  It was there that I 
found the advertisement for a set of 8 “Stir Stix” manufactured 
by a Chicago company, Gits Molding Corporation; confirming 
that all of the different shapes were indeed from the same 
manufacturer 
and that they 

were sold blank and also imprinted. 

Here’s a partial list of some of the establishments in my 
collection: 

● Hotel Kings Way, St Louis 
● Hill Hotel, Omaha (God Bless America on other side) 
● Lorraine Quality Plastic Products and Lorraine 

Products Plastic Necessities 
● Carls Charcoal Broiler Honolulu 
● Edgewater Beach Hotel 
● The Airliner Hotel - Show Lounge 
● Hotel Schroeder Cocktail Lounge 
● Martins Restaurant 2015 E. 71st St. Chicago 
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● Biscayne Bar 
● Lasalle Hotel, Pan American Cafe and Lasalle Hotel 

Lotus Room 
● Zebra Room The Townhouse Los Angeles* 
● The Plaid Piper 1600 Olive Way Seattle 
● The Tropics, Chicagoan Hotel 

*Haven’t verified this was Gits 
 
The Shapes: 

● Conquistador 
● Sailboat 
● President Lincoln 
● Monkey 
● Elephant 
● Eagle 
● Bowling Pins 
● Donkey 
● Rearing Horse 
● Tortoise and Hare 
● Airplane 
● North & South America Continents 
● Tropics Girl 
● Lobster* 
● Zebra* 

Hotel Mayfair and Hotel Lennox  
 
These ornate swizzle sticks trace the history of the St. Louis 
hotels, the Mayfair and the Lennox. Sticks were issued for each 
hotel.  The imprints on the sticks changed over the years, first as separate 
hotels and then as a pair of hotels on the same stick and also  read Hotels 
Mayfair and Lennox, with hotels in quotes  “Hotels”.   The sticks (most likely a 
bit later) read simply Hotel Mayfair-Lennox. 

Sales Regions 

Most of the shapes top hotels, bars and restaurants, most in the midwest, but 
also show up as far flung as Seattle, Honolulu and Cuba. 

A few shapes seem to have been created for specific establishments.  In 
particular those for the Chicago Hotel Lasalle restaurant, the Pan American. 
The image shows the north and south american continents connected. I have 
not found this shape used for any other establishments.  Hotel LaSalle used 
the generic Gits Mold sticks for the Hotel itself.  But issued a separate stick for 
its Lotus Room. Another Chicago establishment, The Airliner issued sticks marked The Airliner - Show Lounge. 
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The End 
 
J.P. Gits Molding corporation officially came to an end when it was 
acquired by Woodall Industries from Detroit. 
Source:  Chicago Tribune, March 9, 1966 

WISH LIST ITEMS FOUND: 
POISON EYED VOODOO DOLL and JOSTA PANTHER 

Banned Voodoo Doll Swizzle 

Over the years many A/P news items have picked up stories featuring swizzle sticks. One of my favorites was 
a 1958 story about the recall of a Voodoo Doll swizzle with 
poisonous eyes.  

Since this stick was recalled in the late 1950’s I despaired of 
actually finding one, until….I happened upon a photo on Instagram 
of not one, but two of these sticks.  The stars were smiling on me 
when the owner consented to part with one. 

Delta Airlines Connection 

A bigger surprise, the sticks had a paper “insert” showing us that 
these had been used on Delta Airlines flights  

Abrus precatorius, commonly known as jequirity bean or rosary 
pea is an herbaceous flowering plant in the bean family Fabaceae. 
It is a slender, perennial climber with long, pinnate-leafleted leaves 
that twine around trees, shrubs, and hedges. 

Jequirity is one of the most lethal naturally occurring toxins known 
today. source: emedicine.medscape.com/article/1009200-overview 
 

Despite this fact, the seeds of this plant are used as beads and in 
percussion instruments, and which are toxic because of the 
presence of abrin. Ingestion of a single seed, well chewed, can be 
fatal to both adults and children. 

And so it was that when a decorative Haitian Voodoo Doll atop an 
8” swizzle stick appeared for sale in the U.S. Market it was banned 
for sale because of a blistering reaction from its poison jequirity 
eyes. 
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Swizzle Stick Dating 

Delta Airlines has gone through more than 20 different logotypes since they were founded in 1928. Many of the 
logos had one element in common: the triangle shape inspired by the name of the company (the Greek letter 
“Delta” is just a triangle) and the shape of a jet flying overhead. 

As shown in this logo history, the logo used on the swizzle sticks dated from 1950.  By 1959, it was replaced 
by a new logo. 

From my “go-to” logo websites (1000 Logos - https://1000logos.net/delta-air-lines-logo/) 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

JOSTA PANTHER UNLEASHED 

Read the Josta story in last quarters Swizzle Stick Quarterly 
(Issue 319).   Finally tracked down this beautiful black panther 
swizzle (shown below with matching cardboard coasters).  
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TRANS WORLD AIRLINES 
by Stephen Visakay 
 
TWA had the career path of a Hollywood 
starlet, acquired, mentored and groomed by a 
powerful tycoon to become a major star of the 
industry. 
 
Movie producer Howard Hughes; Hell’s Angels 
1930, Scarface 1932,  had formed the Hughes 
Aircraft Company in 1932 and spent the rest of 
the 1930s setting multiple world air speed 
records. He acquired control of 
Transcontinental & Western Air in 1939. 
 
Hughes treated his new conquest like all his other glittering starlets and would soon change her name. 
Transcontinental & Western Air needed more sex appeal and became Trans World Airlines or TWA for short. 
Hughes introduced the airline to a new generation of aircraft, the  Lockheed Constellation, which received 
praise for its speed and striking appearance.  TWA became a top player. 
 
As the years went by the relationship lost it’s radiance. Howard Hughes was difficult, controlling, and was 
making unsound demands brought on by his emerging obsessive compulsive disorder.   In 1960 the romance 
ended with Hughes giving up control of the airline and then selling his stock.  Hughes quickly found a new love 
interest: Las Vegas 
 
TWA  endeavored to continue her lifestyle while struggling with finances.  The star was fading.  In the 1970s 
President Jimmy Carter signed an Airline Deregulation Act. The going was not easy and TWA started looking 
for a new lover.  She found a powerful inamorato in Carl Icahn. 
 
He told her what she wanted to hear, He would take her and make the company profitable.  The glamorous 
lady was soon betrayed by the corporate raider.  Icon took over in 1985 and systematically stripped her of 
assets. He then took TWA private receiving $469 million in the deal, She got something a little less attractive: 
$550 million in debt.  The party was over. TWA filed for bankruptcy a number of times and  flew its last flight on 
December 1, 2001 and was acquired by American Airlines. 
 
In the 1987 movie Wall Street Corporate-Raider Gordon Gekko seeks to acquire Bluestar Airlines.  The Gekko 
part, inspired by Carl Icahn and Ivan Boesky, was played by Michael Douglas.  Douglas would win an 
Academy Award for Best Actor. 
 
RIPPED FROM THE PAGES:  The “Constellation” 
  
Researching swizzle sticks issued by TWA?  You don’t have to recreate the wheel.  The late Art Hays and the 
late Al Tasca did a tremendous amount of research on TWA (and other airline) swizzle sticks.  Art wrote all of 
his articles in longhand and these were painstaking read and typed by the late Ray Hoare (who together with 
Polly Rusk) founded I.S.S.C.A. back in 1985.  Incredibly, most images were hand drawn illustrations.  The 
others were placed on a photocopier and are dark and difficult to see.  
  
According to Art Hays, Al Tasca “wrote twelve articles on TWA between December 1986 and January of 1991”. 
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TWA: Boeing 707 in circle 
  
Excerpted from Art and Al’s articles: 
The first stick “Boeing 707” swizzle stick came into existence in 1955 (source:  long time I.S.S.C.A. member, 
the late Al Tasca). On top is a Boeing 707 airplane with four engines within a circle. They have a ball at the 
bottom. This airplane was referred to as a "Connie" a.k.a. Constellation 
  
Most of these sticks were White with a raised TWA in Red on both sides.  All lettering other than TWA is flat 
Gold unless indicated otherwise. 
  
 
VARIATIONS 
 
The majority of the “Boeing 707” swizzle sticks are white with Red print – embossed (raised) lettering:  TWA 
(Front and Reverse) and a ball shape bottom. 
In addition, Art and Al (with the help of many other members) identified the following variations: 
  

1. Fly The Finest TWA Boeing 707 Jet 
2. One Airline To California 
3. TWA - Dhahan (Saudi Arabia) 
4. USA - Europe - Africa – Asia 
5. Front: George V Bar – Louis 

Reverse: USA - Africa - Asia (did they leave out Europe ???) 
6. Front: Petit Jean - George V Hotel – Paris 

Reverse: Fly The Finest - Fly TWA 
7. Front: Siesta Sleeper Seat Luxury 

Reverse: USA- Europe –Africa - Asia 
8. Front: U S A - Europe - Africa - Asia 

Reverse: Hotel El Minzah – Tangier Morocco 
  
Military Variations 

1. Front: US Army Germany 
Reverse: Fly The Finest - Fly TWA 

2. Front: C.H.A.S. Officer Club - Chateauroux (Air base in France) 
Reverse: Fly The Jet Stream 

3. Front: Camp Bussac Officers Open Mess 
Reverse: Fly The Jet Stream 

4. Front: T.F.O.D. Officers Open Mess 
Reverse: Fly The Jet Stream 
  

A few facts about TWA 
  
1.     Formed in 1925 - Merged with American Airlines in 2001 
2.     In 1938 - Howard Hughes bought 25% of TWA for Fifteen million dollars 
3.     In 1941 - Howard Hughes controlled 78% of TWA 
4.     In 1961 TWA was the first airline to introduce in-flight movies 
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ABOUT US 
  
The International Swizzle Stick Collectors Association was founded in 1985 by Ray Hoare & Polly Rusk 
  
Annual Membership to International Swizzle Stick Collectors Association (I.S.S.C.A.) is $20 ($25 outside of the 
U.S.)  - Subscribe now at:  https://www.etsy.com/listing/501004367/swizzle-stick-collectors-annual 
  
Members receive Quarterly Newsletter (Digital or Print); Meet members and trade swizzle sticks. 
  
Join us at biennial Swizzle Convention in Vegas! We are a FUN group of collectors who have one thing in 
common: We Love Swizzle Sticks! 
 
As a member of I.S.S.C.A. you'll have: 
 

● Access to valuable swizzle stick collector research and information 
● The opportunity to add to your collection 
● A chance to meet with helpful and friendly collectors, trade with, and learn more about this hobby 
● Access to back issues of our newsletters available at a nominal cost, which will bring you up to date on 

one of the fastest rising collectibles. 
 
We look forward to having you become a member of the International Swizzle Stick Collectors Association. 
Find out more about us on the I.S.S.C.A. website at:  
www.swizzlestickcollector.com 
  

Want to know more?  
  
Email Pam Ashlund at houseofswizzle@gmail.com 
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